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PILLINGS ROAD QUARRY – NOISE ASSESSMENT
DL & KL Gordon operate a quarry on Pillings Road, Cairns Bay. The quarry is seeking to increase its
operations, and thus the EPA requires a noise survey to form part of the Environmental Effects Report
(EER) for the proposal. This letter presents the results of this survey, conducted by NVC in
September / October 2017.

1.0 SITE DESCRIPTION
1.1 QUARRY SITE OPERATIONS
The quarry is located just off Pillings Road, Cairns Bay, in a Rural Resource zone, and operates from
07:00AM to 05:00PM Monday to Friday, and 07:00AM to 12:00PM Saturdays. The quarry’s current
permit allows a processing volume of 5,000 m3 per annum, which is proposed to be increased to
20,000 m3 p.a. under the new permit. Figure 1 shows an aerial image of the quarry, with the locations
of the equipment as of the 8th September 2017.
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Figure 1: Aerial Image of Site
The equipment currently in use comprises a mechanical screen, cone crusher, wheel loader, track
excavator and track dozer. This equipment is detailed in Table 1, along with their relevant engine
power and sound power level. The proposed increase in processing volume does not require
additional equipment. The dozer is not owned by the quarry, and is only used intermittently, operated
by a sub-contractor.
Current operations are primarily on the north eastern side of the quarry. An excavator sits on a raised
level approximately 10 m above the pit floor, where it removes product from the north-eastern face
via ripping. The product is then intermittently pushed towards the screening / crushing equipment
using either the dozer or excavator, where it falls to the pit floor level. The wheel loader is then used
to load product onto the mechanical screen, the largest of which passes through into the crusher. The
various sized product is then moved using the wheel loader to be stockpiled towards the south western
side of the site. The operations are generally completed by one person, so the ripping / excavator
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movements and the screening / crushing do not occur simultaneously. A second person is employed
occasionally to operate the dozer in the manner described above.
The mobile screening / crushing plant is located on the floor of the pit, the centre of which is
approximately 20 m from the north eastern pit wall. The pit wall on the southern side (adjacent to
Pillings Road) is approximately 25 m deep, with the ground continuing to increase in elevation
beyond the road. The pit wall slopes from the road down to approximately 3 m above the pit floor
level at the north western corner of the pit (marked ‘low point’ in Figure 1). Going west from this
point, the wall slopes up to approximately 10 m above the pit floor, where it meets the raised area.
The pit wall varies between approximately 10 m and 15 m on the western side of the pit. Figure 2
shows an approximately 180 degree view of the quarry from southern side (on Pillings Road) facing
north. The paddock to the east of the quarry can be seen on the right hand side of the image, and the
raised area can be seen to the left of the screening / crushing plant.

Screening / Crushing Plant

Figure 2: View From Pillings Road (Southern Side of the Quarry), Facing North
1.2 SURROUNDING AREA
The Huon Valley Interim Planning Scheme 2015 specifies, in Table E9.1, an accepted attenuation
distance of 750m between a quarry which crushes rock and a ‘sensitive use’, such as a residential
dwellings. Figure 3 shows an aerial view of the site and surrounding area, with the red circle
indicating a 750 m radius from the site. Thirteen residential dwellings have been identified within this
region, the nearest of which (in each direction) are marked as locations A to E.
The nearest residence at location A is located approximately 240 m south of the site, on the southern
side of Scotts Road. This residence is very well screened by the quarry pit wall and the large hill
between Pillings Road and Scotts Road. Additional residences are located further south, with the land
continuing to slope down away from the quarry.
Approximately 290 m to the east of the quarry is location B. This residence is at a similar elevation to
the quarry, and is partially screened from view of the quarry by the pit wall and light foliage. The
northern edge of the pit floor and the raised region of the quarry are directly visible from this
residence. Another residence (under construction at the time of writing) is located a further 50 m east.
Location C is approximately 370 m north west of the quarry, at 30 m higher elevation. The quarry is
predominantly screened from view by bush near the quarry. The pit wall to the north and west
provides partial screening in this direction. The land slopes down to additional residences to the north.
Location D lies approximately 410 m west of the quarry, beyond Scotts Road. View of the quarry is
screened by a hill adjacent to Scotts Road, as well as the quarry pit. Trees and foliage provide
additional screening.
Location E is 100 m above and 640 m west from the quarry. It is screened similarly to location C.
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Figure 3: Site and Surrounds

2.0 NOISE MEASUREMENTS

Noise measurements were made between 09:00AM and 12:00PM on Wednesday the 27th September
2017, in clear and calm conditions. During the measurements the quarry was operating under normal
conditions.
2.1 QUARRYING OPERATIONS
Measurements were made of all equipment with the exception of the dozer, which was not able to be
used at the time. Measurements were made at various distances from the operating equipment, and
around the perimeter of the quarry pit. The measurements resulted in the sound power levels (PWL)
given in Table 1. The screening / crushing plant has been assigned a combined sound power level due
to the nature and proximity of their operation.
Table 1: Equipment in Use
Equipment Type
Mechanical Screen
Cone Crusher
Wheel Loader
Track Excavator
Track Dozer

Equipment Model
Fintec 542
Pegson 24S
Case 721
Komatsu PC200LC
CAT D7H Series II

Engine Power (kW)
74
49
123
103
160

Sound Power Level (dBA)
116 / 121*
111
106
110 #

* PWL on rock-chute side of crusher – see comments below.
#

Since the dozer noise emissions could not be measured during the survey, previous data measured
by NVC for a similarly sized unit has been used.
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Figure 4: Measured Sound Power Level Spectra
The following comments relate to the measurements:
• The mechanical screen and crusher are placed together and operated together, and are therefore
considered a single source for the measurements and assessment.
• The screen / crusher are generally the dominant noise source, and continuously dominate the
background when operating. The noise is primarily mid frequency, from mechanical movement
and crushing of product, but low frequency engine noise is also clear from both units.
• The top of the crusher cone is fitted with a steel chute for the output of larger rocks which do
not pass through the crusher. Rocks falling onto this chute, which occurs continuously during
crushing, are a very strong high frequency noise source, and this noise is completely dominant
when on that side (north) of the crusher. The sound power level resulting from this
measurement is given beside the * in Table 1, and it compared to the average sound power
level from the remainder of the machine in Figure 4.
• The wheel loader engine emits strong low frequency noise, particularly when heavily loaded,
i.e. when pushing or lifting product. This noise dominates the screen / crusher at these
frequencies. The screen / crusher noise generally dominates the wheel loader at mid / high
frequency, due to it’s impactive nature.
• The excavator emits a low frequency noise from the engine, and primarily impactive broadband noise from either ripping or moving product. The wheel loader emits more engine noise
than the excavator, and the crusher is generally a stronger and more continuous source than the
excavator.
• The dozer was unable to be operated during the survey.
2.2 COMMUNITY MEASUREMENTS
Measurements were made at the residences nearest the quarry in each direction; locations A to E.
Measurements were made over a nominal period of 5 minutes at each location. The wheel loader,
mechanical screen, and crusher were operating continuously during this period, which is deemed the
strongest combination of noise sources likely to occur regularly during quarry operation. The
measured equivalent continuous noise levels at each residence are shown in Table 2. Note that these
noise levels include quarrying noise as well as other noise sources such as birds and insects.
Measurements manually excluded the influence of traffic on Scotts Road. Measurements were not
made at the new residence just to the east of location B, as quarrying noise there is deemed to be
similar or slightly lower than at location B.
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Table 2: Measured Noise Levels at Nearby Residences
Sound Pressure Level, Leq, (dBA)
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Figure 5: Measured Noise Spectra at Nearby Residences
The following comments are relevant to the noise measurements:
Location A – 240 Scotts Road:
• The quarry is clearly audible at low level, due to lack of other noise sources.
• Traffic on Scotts Road is a very strong noise source and completely dominates quarrying noise
when vehicles are close.
• Birds / insects clear and consistent.
Location B – 59 Pillings Road:
• Quarrying noise dominates the background, most notably low frequency noise from the wheel
loader, but screening / crushing noise also audible.
• Intermittent bird / insect noise but generally quiet.
• Scotts Road traffic only just audible.
Location C – 187 Scotts Road:
• Quarry very clear and dominant. Perceived as less loader noise and more screening / crushing
noise here.
• Product falling / dropping is a clear source here, possibly from rocks hitting the crusher chute.
• Traffic on Scotts Road very loud, completely dominates quarry when nearby.
Location D – 212 Scotts Road:
• Quarry just audible in the background, less clear than other residences.
• Low frequency drone from loader only occasionally audible.
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• Scotts Road traffic clear but not as loud as locations A and C.
Location E – 180 Scotts Road:
• Quarry clearly audible, primarily as screening / crushing noise and product movement, as for
location C.
• Loader drone intermittently audible but generally not dominant.
• Perceived level of quarry here less consistent than at other residences, likely due to greater
distance.
• Scotts Road traffic audible but not dominant – quarry noise a stronger noise source.
• Birds / insects clear, intermittent dog barking audible in distance.
Background noise measurements were also made nearby, at the end of Pillings Road, to obtain an
approximate background noise level for the area without the presence of quarrying noise. The
background noise level was measured at 38 dBA as an Leq over a single 10-minute period. The
quarry was inaudible at this location, and bird and insect noise was consistent and dominant. It should
be noted that background noise is likely to be higher at the residences near to Scotts Road due to
traffic, particularly considering the high (100 kph) speed limit.

3.0 CRITERIA
To determine acceptable noise levels at the nearby residences, the EPA Tasmania Quarry Code of
Practise 2017 is referred to. It defines the following pertaining to noise emissions:
“Noise from quarrying and associated activities, including equipment maintenance, when measured
at any neighbouring sensitive use must not exceed the greater of;
-

the A-weighted 10 minute L90, excluding noise from the quarry, plus 5 dBA, or,

-

the following levels;
o

45 dBA from 0700 to 1900 hours(day time),

o

40 dBA from 1900 to 2200 hours (evening),

o

35 dBA from 2200 to 0700 hours (night time).

”

The relevant criterion during quarry operating hours at the residences is then 45 dBA.

4.0 ASSESSMENT
The quarry operates within the day time period of 0700 to 1900 hours as defined in the TAS Quarry
Code of Practise, and therefore only day time operation is assessed. The measured noise emissions
comply with the relevant criteria at all nearby residences aside from Location C. The overall noise
level here was measured as 47 dBA, 2 dB over the criteria of 45 dBA, with the quarry noise being the
dominant source.
Due to the relatively low background noise levels in the area, the quarry was audible at all nearby
residences, and clearly audible at locations B, C and E.
In order for quarrying noise emissions to be acceptable at all the nearby residences, the quarry noise
emissions require a reduction of at least 2 dB. The strongest quarrying noise source is the crusher rock
chute, which is clearly perceived at locations C and E. This source has a sound power level
approximate 5 dB greater than emissions from the screening / crushing plant in any other direction.
To reduce this noise, it is recommended that the chute is either modified or removed. Due to the
impactive nature of the noise (generated by the product falling and sliding on the steel plate), lining
the chute with a resilient material (rubber, etc.) would effectively reduce the generation of the noise,
as would replacing the chute with a conveyor or similar.
Provided this source is addressed, quarry operations are then deemed to comply with the Quarry Code
of Practise.
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In order to ensure that quarrying noise in the community is minimised, the following is recommended:
• Locate the mobile crushing plant as near to the raised level (i.e. as far west on the pit floor) as
practicable, to maximise screening to the residences to the west.
• Line or modify the steel crusher chute to reduce the noise generated by rocks falling on it.
• Maintain the height of the existing bund to the north and west of the raised area.
• Where practicable, any top soil removal should be heaped above the north eastern side of the
pit, to create screening between the quarry pit floor and location B (and the residence behind).
This would effectively reduce the level of quarrying noise at these residences.
• Operations should be restricted to the day time, i.e. between 0700 and 1900 hours. Current
operating hours are inside this period.
Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to call this office directly.
Yours faithfully

Jack Pitt
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